
ENDORSE™

Collection

THE GEOMETRY OF  
COMFORT. THE SCIENCE  
OF SUPPORT.
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Unify Your Space

Endorse is a multi-functional collection of seating and 
occasional tables designed to support the constantly 
expanding range of applications throughout the 
workplace. The sophisticated, geometric design fits 
everywhere, while the full features and customizable 
options fit everyone. When looking to unify your space, 
there’s only one name to know...Endorse. 

A

A COMPLETE SOLUTION  
Endorse is not a single product,  
but many solutions in one 
universal, scalable family of 
seating and tables.
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MANY SPACES. ONE SOLUTION. 
The complete family of Endorse seating and tables embraces the notion  
that people are working everywhere throughout a space. With models  
and options to support a variety of needs, Endorse brings consistency  
throughout an organization. Each selection is uniquely engineered to  
support specific functions in dedicated workstations, conferencing,  
shared environments and welcoming areas, as well as a wide range  
of spaces in between.

B

COMMUNITY SPACES
Support high traffic areas 
with plastic backs for added 
durability and quick cleaning.

CONFERENCE ROOM
Support your dedicated meeting 
spaces with luxurious comfort 
and personalized controls.
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PRIVATE AND OPEN OFFICES 
Achieve the long-lasting comfort 
and support needed for a full 
day of concentrated work.

WELCOMING AREA
Coordinate the welcoming area 
with the rest of the space to make 
a strong and stylish statement.



FIND YOUR COMFORT ZONE
Endorse offers a range of features that enable anyone to achieve their ideal 
comfort level. The range of options provides greater personal selection and 
puts everyone in control of their own comfort. From the advanced adjustment 
controls to the uniquely sculpted lumbar support, everyone gets just what they 
need to stay productive.
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BACK SIZES
The three back sizes and 
varying contours of the chairs 
comfortably accommodate 
95% of users, with the big  
and tall chair comfortable  
supporting users up to 450 lbs.

29 3⁄4" H 25" H

MESH BACK AND HEADREST 
Endorse can be specified in  
one of three ilira-stretch M4 
mesh colors. Optional head  
rest can be added to any  
mesh back task model.

BLACK FOG VANILLA MESH HEADREST

BACK OPTIONS 
Choose between fabric, mesh 
or plastic back options to 
support any type of activity, 
anywhere within your space.

FABRIC MESH PLASTIC

ARM OPTIONS 
Specify either Black urethane 
or Polished Aluminum fixed 
arms, and choose between 
height-adjustable or 4-D 
adjustable arms.

CONTROL OPTIONS 
Endorse offers four tilt control 
options, ranging from the  
basic swivel-tilt to the more 
advanced synchro-tilt mechanism 
that supports a wider range  
of postures.

2-D ADJUSTABLE ARM 4-D ADJUSTABLE ARM FIXED ARM  
POLISHED ALUMINUM

FIXED ARM  
BLACK

LIMITED SYNCHRO-TILT SYNCHRO-TILT WEIGHT-ACTIVATED SYNCHRO - TILT 
W/BACK ANGLE ADJUST

22 3⁄4" H



1. ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR SUPPORT 
  Customizable lower back support 
 mechanism helps achieve proper   
 alignment for extended comfort.

2.  ADJUSTABLE ARMS 
 Arms adjust in every direction  
 to keep neck and shoulders   
 properly aligned.

3. SEAT GLIDE 
 Easily move the seat cushion  
 back and forth to create a  
 more comfortable, custom fit.
 
 

4.  MULTI-POSITION TILT 
 Locks the back at one of several   
 preset angles to accommodate   
 any desired reclining position.

5.  SYNCHRO-TILT  
 The advanced tilt mechanism  
 reclines the back angle twice  
 as much as the seat angle to   
 achieve a more natural posture.
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D

WELCOME INTERACTION
People thrive when given the ability to seamlessly transition from focused, 
heads-down tasks to collaborative shared environments. Endorse brings 
design consistency to every space, from welcoming areas to workstations. 
Beyond the cohesive aesthetic, the collection enables productivity by 
supporting informal interactions with a variety of seating and table 
solutions that deliver comfort, convenience and connectivity.
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FINISH OPTIONS
Choose from a selection of rich woodgrain  
finishes or solid laminate options.

Shaker CherryHenna CherryBourbon Cherry

Natural MapleBrilliant White CharcoalSilver Mesh

Mahogany

TOP LAMINATES

Shaker Cherry Mahogany

Muslin Natural MapleBrilliant White Loft

Henna CherryBourbon CherryCharcoalShadow

EDGEBAND LAMINATES

LAYOUT FLEXIBILITY
Customize your Endorse lounge arrangements with  
a combination of single chairs, two seat and three  
seat lounge, complemented by tables with optional  
power grommets.

POWER GROMMET  
Bring power to the table top with an optional 
grommet that routes technology and power.
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STAY FOCUSED
As work evolves, so does our understanding of how to better help  
you maintain focus. We understand that movement helps increase  
blood flow, keeping you refreshed and energized. But what good is  
movement if it hinders focus? The inventive design and materials  
used to create Endorse results in dynamic support that keeps the  
body in healthy alignment so you can stay oriented to your work.

IGNITION MULTI-PURPOSE
GLIDES W/ARMS 

IGNITION MULTI-PURPOSE
CASTERS W/ARMS

IGNITION MULTI-PURPOSE
GLIDES ARMLESS

RECOMMENDED MULTI-PURPOSE CHAIRS 
Ignition multi-purpose guest seating coordinates 
perfectly with Endorse task seating. 

LOW-BACK TASK CHAIR

BIG & TALL HIGH BACK 
EXECUTIVE CHAIR

BIG & TALL MID-BACK 
TASK CHAIR 

BIG & TALL MID- BACK 
TASK CHAIR MESH BACK

MID-BACK TASK CHAIR MID-BACK TASK CHAIR 
PLASTIC BACK 

MID-BACK TASK CHAIR 
MESH BACK

LOW-BACK TASK CHAIR LOW-BACK TASK CHAIR 
PLASTIC BACK 

HIGH BACK  
EXECUTIVE CHAIR

TASK STOOL TASK STOOL  
PLASTIC BACK 

TASK STOOL 
MESH BACK

LOW-BACK TASK CHAIR 
MESH BACK 
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GET RELAXED
Support interactions away from the workstation by creating inviting spaces  
that offer lasting comfort and integrated technology. Endorse lounge chairs  
come in three sizes to accommodate virtually any space, while the tables 
conveniently route power and data directly to the table top to keep everyone 
connected. So go ahead and take a break from the workstation, because with 
Endorse, it’s easy to get relaxed while staying productive.

TWO-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR THREE-SEAT LOUNGE CHAIR

SQUARE OCCASIONAL TABLE | OPEN SHELF SQUARE OCCASIONAL TABLE | ENCLOSED SHELF

RECTANGULAR OCCASIONAL TABLE | OPEN SHELFLOUNGE CHAIR
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Front: Endorse mesh back task 
chair in Appoint Turquoise 
seat upholstery with Polished 
Aluminum base and Polished 
Aluminum arms.

Pages 2-3 A: Accelerate™ 
workstations in Columbian 
Walnut laminate with laminate 
worksurfaces in Silvermesh and 
Appoint Nimbus fabric. Endorse 
task chairs (5) and stools (4) 
with ilira-stretch M4 mesh 
backs in Fog, seat upholstery 
in Appoint Lawn, and Black 
bases. Endorse high-back 
executive chairs (9) in Brilliant 
White Whisper vinyl upholstery 
with Polished Aluminum base 
and Polished Aluminum arms. 
Endorse lounge chairs (4) in 
Sockhop Lawn upholstery with 
Satin Chrome legs. Endorse 
lounge table in Silver Mesh 
laminate with Chrome Satin 
legs. Preside® table in Brilliant 
White laminate.

Pages 4-5 B: Endorse lounge 
seating in Appoint Mandarin 
upholstery with Satin Chrome 
legs. Endorse rectangular table 
in Columbian Walnut laminate 
with Satin Chrome legs. Voi® 
low credenza in Columbian 
Walnut laminate with cushion 
in Maharam Messenger Ice 
upholstery. Flock® ottomans in 
Optic Aurora and Inertia Surf 
upholstery. Voi workstations in 
Brilliant White laminate with 
Champagne finish, Accelerate 
panels in Sarto Reef fabric, and 
cushions in Appoint Mandarin 
upholstery. Endorse mesh 
back task chair with Black 
ilira-stretch M4 mesh and seat 
upholstery in Appoint Mandarin. 
Voi private office in Columbian 
Walnut veneer, with Brilliant 
White laminate worksurfaces. 
Overhead cabinet with frosted 
glass doors in Champagne. 
Endorse task chair in Appoint 
Mandarin upholstery with 
Polished Aluminum base. 
Ignition® multipurpose chairs 
(2) in Appoint Mandarin 
upholstery. Endorse stools 
(4) in Inertia Surf upholstery. 
Endorse standing height table 
in Columbian Walnut laminate 
with Satin Chrome legs. 
Motivate® markerboard. Preside 
table with Steel Mesh laminate 
and Satin Chrome legs. Endorse 
mid-back task chairs (5) in 
Appoint Turquoise upholstery 
with Polished Aluminum base.

Pages 6-7 C: Endorse  
mid-back task chairs (3) in 
Brisa White upholstery with 
Polished Aluminum base. 
Preside table in Columbian  
Walnut laminate.

Pages 8-9 D: Endorse  
lounge seating (4) in 
Momentum Free Pearl 
upholstery with Satin  
Chrome legs. Endorse  
lounge table in Columbian 
Walnut laminate with  
Satin Chrome legs. 

Back: Voi private office in 
Bourbon Cherry veneer with 
laminate worksurface in  
Brilliant White. Overhead 
cabinet with frosted glass 
doors in Champagne. Layering 
shelf in Brilliant White laminate. 
Endorse mesh back executive 
chair with ilira-stretch M4 mesh 
back in Black, seat upholstery 
in Inertia Surf, and Black base. 
Voi table in Brilliant White 
laminate with Champagne 
Metallic legs.

PRODUCTS, MATERIALS, AND FINISHES SHOWN:ENDORSE WITH CONFIDENCE 
In collaboration with the award-winning Deisig Design team,  
HON has created a truly universal platform. Endorse is a 
multi-functional collection of seating and occasional tables  
that unifies your entire space, and its stylish design is 
supported by quality and durability that make it a smart 
investment. The added confidence of the HON Full Lifetime 
Warranty creates an unsurpassed satisfaction of ownership, 
making it a solid choice for today and a wise investment  
for tomorrow.

Nils Köhn & Wolfgang Deisig 
Deisig Design - Designers of Endorse 


